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The Trident Hotel is one of three properties in Jamaica to make up the Geejam Collection
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The Geejam Collection is hoping to further establish Port Antonio, Jamaica as the new hot spot

in the Caribbean with the debut of the Geejam Villa Collection and the much-anticipated re-

opening of the Blue Lagoon Restaurant.

Geejam Collection is restoring villas that exist in the historic San San Estate originally built in

the late 1950’s heyday of Port Antonio. The first wave of jet setting elite including the Prince

Sadruddin Aga Khan, Baron Hans Heinrich Thyssen-Bornemisza, Garfield Weston and Lady

Price, all fell in love with the region building their vacation homes there. 

The mission is to bring the nearby town of San San back to its original glory by introducing the

new Geejam Villa Collection and re-launch the Blue Lagoon Restaurant, encouraging travel and

investment to the region by further expanding its existing portfolio of properties including

Geejam Hotel & Recording Studio, the 13-villa Trident Hotel and the eight-room Trident

Castle.

Here's a closer look at the completed Villas:

Cocosan

This six-bedroom villa is open for enquiries for the upcoming 2014-2015 high season. The

property sits roughly 650 feet above sea level with views over Portland’s coastline featuring a

teak deck, lap pool, heated plunge pool, Jatoba wood flooring throughout, en-suite bathrooms,

as well as a private gym and steam room. Amenities include SUV chauffer service and airport

transfers.

Sanwood

Set on the grounds of the Geejam Hotel, this three-bedroom property has views over Geejam

beach and features its own private pool, indoor/outdoor living areas and optional services

including a chef, personal butler, housekeeping, a spa therapist or a personal trainer. The

property also features unique artwork including pieces by the artist Banksy painted directly onto

the walls. 

And here's some more details on the villas that are still in the development stages:

Blue Marlin

Located close to the Blue Lagoon, this five-bedroom villa is set on the largest plot of land along

the Blue Lagoon strip, offering 200 feet of seafront deck as well as its own private jetty with

views of the famous Pellew Island. The open concept living areas on the ground floor are
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designed to highlight the volume of space, while the upper floor’s bedrooms are focused on
maintaining privacy, security and showcasing its amenities. Additional amenities include a
professional kitchen, staff residence and a gym. This villa will be available for rental in July 2015.

Panorama 

One of the most sought after plots on the San San Estate, Panorama sits high above Geejam
Hotel featuring four bedrooms, a modern gourmet kitchen, private pool, and expansive indoor
and outdoor living areas. With views looking north, clients will see over Portland’s Coastline,
Blue Lagoon and Frenchman’s Cove and the enchanting silhouette of the Blue Mountains
towards the south. This villa will be available for rental in July 2015.

Also located in San San and set on the edge of the world famous Blue Lagoon, the 140-seat,
over-the-water Blue Lagoon Restaurant will offer unique views and exquisite access to the
largest and deepest spring fed lagoon in Jamaica. Renovation plans are currently underway for
the Blue Lagoon Restaurant re-opening in July of 2015.

Visit www.geejamcollection.com.
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